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Abstract: 
Corruption is an ancient problem. It is not recent phenomena. In treaties on public administration, 
‘Arthashastra dating back to 4
th
 century B.C., Kautilya
1
 writes: Just as it is impossible not to taste the honey or 
poison placed on the tip of the tongue,   even so it is not possible for a government servant not to eat up, at least a 
bit of the King’s revenue. Just as fish moving inside the water cannot be known when drinking water, even so 
officer’s appointed for carrying out works cannot be known when appropriating money. It is possible to no even 
the path of birds flying in the sky, but not the ways of officers moving with their intentions concealed. And he 
should make those who have amassed (money wrongfully) yield it up and should change them in (their) works, so 
that they do not consume (the king’s ) goods and increase them in just ways, should be made permanent in their 
offices, being devoted to what is agreeable and permanent to the king. Corruption is known to have existed from 
the population came in to existence. Today, corruption has penetrated into our polity, bureaucracy, business and 
finally into our Cultural fabric.  It is a ubiquitous phenomena, with its tentacles spread across the length and 
breadth of both developing world. Corruption has deep struck roots in every soil from macro to micro level. 
Eradication of corruption is therefore a Herculean task haunting the minds of planners and policy makers in 
every country. Corruption in high places even brings down the curtains on governments and causes disaster to 
the economies. The broad objectives of the study is to find out the definitions, types and causes of corruption in 
India also to study the impact of corruption on the founding pillars of democracy, that is to say how  corruption 
distorts the development of a democracy. 
 
I .Introduction: 
India has the dubious distinction of being one of the top most corrupt countries in the world. 
India has houses a substantial number of world‟s poor and illiterate; it is fulfilled by ignorance and thus 
corruption flourishes in India. We are faced with an anomalous situation in which 1% of the population 
holding various positions and power at national, state, district, and taluk levels exploits 99% of the 
population whom they are supposed to serve. Another paradox is that those who should axe the corrupt 
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and eliminate corruption are at the helm of affairs and are themselves soaked in corruption. Corruption 
thus has a fertile ground for flourishing rather than a hostile trend to deter it. In India, neither corrupt 
business men nor their political accomplices have ever faced the threat of prosecution. Barring the 
hapless Haridas Mudhra, who had served jail sentence, no major Indian industrialists has been put 
behind bars. One reason for this is the tight control which the government exercises over investigating 
agencies whose chiefs are usually political appointees who are often transferred or removed from the 
investigating agencies if they pursue a case honestly to put the influential culprit behind the bars. 
It is essential to strengthen laws against corruption and graft and plug loopholes in their 
implementation through periodic legislative and judicial review, and meet out exemplary punishment 
whenever any such change is established. More important is to strengthen the Institutional framework of 
the agencies that are responsible for effective implementation of the anti-corruption laws as laws come 
in to picture only when the culprits are brought to book with sufficient evidence which is the task of the 
investigating agencies. 
 
II. Understanding Corruption: Meaning: 
Corruption as an idea in politics and government has been the subject of extensive academic 
analysis and commentary. For many years, political scientists, sociologists, and legal academicians have 
generally assumed a particular understanding of corruption and proceeded to study its causes, effect and 
methods of prevention. Defining corruption is a notoriously difficult task. Nevertheless, definitions of 
governance issues matter. Society‟s definitions or operative understandings of corruption help identify 
what it believes to be the reasons for corruption help identify what it believes to be the reasons of 
corruption‟s existence, and predetermines what it believes to be the effective and critical elements for 
corruption‟s cure
2
 .Corruption can be studied from various aspects: 
 Corruption as violation of law: when one thinks about corruption by government actors, one 
tends to think of crimes such as bribery, extortion, embezzlement, kickbacks on public 
contracts, and so on. There seems to be a strong relation between what one believes to be 
corrupt. If an official‟s act is prohibited by law, as established by government, it is corrupt; if it 
is not so prohibited, it is not corrupt even if it is otherwise undesirable
3
. 
 Corruption as breach of duty: The breach of duty conception of corruption is common in the 
legal academic and political science literature. According to this conception, public corruption 
is the breach of a duty owed to the public of an intentional and serious nature, which involves, 
as the result of that breach, anticipated private gain
4
. 
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 Corruption as betrayal and secrecy: It is not enough that a public official intentionally acts in 
a way that is contrary to his sworn duty; this breach must be of a type that excites particular 
social condemnation. The public official must not simply disappoint the public; he must betray 
it. The idea of secrecy, treachery and betrayal taps into the emotional reservoir that corruption 
evokes. 
 Corruption as inequality: Transactions between citizens and politicians can be judged corrupt 
when they subvert or corruption allows the subversion circumvent a democratic process and its 
associated values of openness, equality, equity, and accountability
5
. Corruption allows the 
subversion of the ideals of democratic governance, particularly the equal treatment of all 
citizens. 
Corruption as subversion of public interest: This Theory says that corruption involves the 
subversion of public interest. The core notion is that there is citizenry or public which has distinct 
interests, and that these interests are damaged by private-regarding (corrupt) conduct. The public interest 




None of the above theories individually give a correct definition of corruption. However, 
combining all of them would help capture the core idea behind corruption. This theory thus combines 
idea of betrayal of trust, secrecy, and subordination of public interest, illegality and breach of duty
7
. The 
Combination theory thus says that corruption occurs when: 
 A public official 
 In violation of the trust placed in him by the public 
 And in a manner which harms the public interest 
 Knowingly engages in a conduct which exploits the office for clear personal and private gain in 
a way which runs contrary to the accepted rules and standards for the conduct of public office 
with in the political culture. 
 So as to benefit a third party by providing it which access to a good or service which it would 
not have obtained. 
Thus, all the above elements must be present before an act is “corrupt”. 
III. Defining Corruption: 
“No definition is exhaustive enough to encompass the ever stretching tentacles of the                     
octopus of corruption”.  K T Thomas J, 
The Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 does not provide any definition of corruption. 
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According to a law lexicon
8
, corruption is something against law, something forbidden by law, 
as certain acts by arbitrators, election or other officers, trustees; an act done with the intent to gain an 
advantage not consistent with official duty and right of others. The Prevention of Corruption Act 
applies to all categories of public servants assigned with public duty. The “public duty” has been 
defined by as a “duty in discharge of which the State, the police, or the citizen at large has an interest.” 
Hence in a strictly legal sense, corruption is defined primarily as an action, involving a public servant 
taking illegal gratification other than illegal remuneration in respect of an official act. Gratification 
does not necessarily mean pecuniary gratification. The offence consist of accepting or agreeing to 
accept, or obtaining or attempting to obtain any such illegal gratification as a motive or reward for 
doing or forbearing to do an official act, showing or forbearing to show, in the exercise of his official 
functions, favour or disfavour to any person or, for rendering or attempting to render any services or 
dis-service to any person. The other offences include possession of assets disproportionate to the 
known source of income, misuse or abuse of official position, criminal misconduct etc. Abetment of 
any offence has also been defined as an offence under the Act. 
In S Dutt v. State of Punjab
9
, the Supreme Court said, “the word “corrupt” does not necessarily 
include an element of bribe taking. It is used in a much larger sense as denoting conduct that is morally 
unsound or debased…..The word corruptly was not synonymous with dishonestly or fraudulently but 
was much wider….It even included conduct that was neither fraudulent but was much wider…. It even 
included conduct that was neither fraudulent nor dishonest if it is was otherwise blameworthy or 
improper” 
According to N. Vittal
10
, former Vigilance Commissioner, Corruption is broadly defined here 
as the misuse of authority and public resources for private gains. It is a deviation from the „formal 
duties of a public role because of private regarding (family, close family, private clique) pecuniary or 
status gains; or violates rules against exercise of certain types of private –regarding influence. A 
corrupt act therefore involves a „public official‟, a „favour‟ provided by the public official and „pay off‟ 
for the favour provided. It involves misappropriation of public funds for private gains. According to 
Cremer
11
, the following are the three areas of misuse by the officials: 
 Bribery:  Bribery is a trade- off between two participants or two groups of participants, one 
who bribes and one who accepts a bribe. The one who bribes receives, in exchange for money 
(the bribe) or some kind of good, a service that he would otherwise not have received at all, or 
not with certainty, or not until a later point in time. The one who accepts a bribe is an official or 
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holds a similar position of trust. In guaranteeing a bribed service and in accepting a bribe, an 
official misuses his position and thus breaches the norms tied to his position. The one who 
bribes in referred to as “active” participant whereas the one who accepts a bribe is referred to as 
the “passive” participant. Further, a bribe is not always necessarily a voluntary act in a trade-off 
deal. There is a gray area between bribery and extortion, in which an official can arbitrarily 
impose negative consequences on his contractual partner if he refuses to pat a bribe. 
 Misappropriation: officers misappropriate when they, in a deviant manner, acquire funds 
entrusted to them within the framework of their official duties. Misappropriation of public 
funds is effected by civil servants who have some scope in deciding how to allocate the state 
budget. Misappropriation can occur by the individual act of the official and unlike bribery, it 
does not require a contract with the partner. Generally groups of official together in 
misappropriating funds. The most important procedure in securing misappropriation is 
kickback tied to contracts awarded by corrupt officials. The party who wins the contract, in 
agreement with the official involved, charges more than the market price or the price that 
would have been set in the proper binding procedure. The contractor then passes the extra 
charge, either entirely or in part, back to the official who awarded the contract. The kickback is 
most beneficial to the corrupt official as it is difficult to trace. Misappropriation schemes are 
often linked to bribery. When some of the misappropriated funds are passed on to control 
authorities, a bribe has occurred, whereby the bribery actually serves to ensure the illegal act of 
misappropriation. 
 Nepotism: Nepotism is when an official act is exploited to give a preferential treatment to 
individuals or groups with whom the officer has a close relationship. In particular, nepotism 
occurs when an official abuses his position to control access to employment in an official circle 
or in awarding privileges in the form of licenses or contracts. A direct material advantage can 
be most linked to the official who commits family nepotism. In doing so, he secures his own 
social status because he will most likely receive reciprocal favours.  
As per the Administrative Reforms Commission
12
, corruption is an important manifestation of 
the failure of ethics. The term “corrupt” has been derived from the Latin term “corruptus” meaning to 
“break” or to “destroy”. It further goes on to say that it is unfortunate that corruption has, for many 
years, become a matter of habit ranging from grand corruption involving persons in high places to 
retail corruption touching the everyday life of common people. 
IV. Typology of Corruption:  
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Corruption can be classified in to three types:(i) coercive (ii) collusive (iii) non-conjunctive, 
each reflecting a distinct context and offering different possibilities
13
. 
 Collusive Corruption:  In this type of corruption, there is collusion between the bribe giver 
and the corrupt public servant. The corruptees are active participants and use corruption as an 
instrument of inducing the wrong gesture of action or inaction of the part of the authorities, 
deriving benefits greater than the costs of corruption for themselves. In cases of collusive 
corruption, both parties benefit at immense cost to society. Awarding of contracts for public 
works and procurement of goods and services, recruitment of employees, evasion of taxes, 
substandard projects, collusive violation of regulations, adulteration of foods and drugs, 
obstruction of justice and concealing or doctoring evidence in investigation are all examples of 
such dangerous form of corruption. As the economy is freed from state controls, extortionary 
corruption declines and collusive corruption tends to increase
14
. This kind of corruption is 
widespread in India. To cite few examples are Bank Securities Scam wherein, as the 
Janakiraman Committee Report pointed out, some high officials including Directors of certain 
public sector banks, were involved in helping one Harshad Mehta out of their way and in 
disregard to rules; Stamp Paper Scam in which native of Belgaun in Karnataka, Abdul Karin 
Telgi is suspected to be kingpin of the racket involving printing and circulating duplicate 
stamps and stamp papers and in this fraudulent operation, senior policemen, officials of Nasik 
Printing Press, and politicians of  number of states are suspected to have helped him expand his 
multi-crore business. 
Another variant of collusive corruption involves the role of interpersonal relationships, 
more specifically, relations of royalty, where there is no immediate transaction involved but the 
conduct of the authority wielders is influenced by considerations other than those that involve a 
rightful exercise of authority. Favours dome for reasons of caste, region, religion etc may be 
put under this category. 
 Coercive Corruption: In this type of corruption, the citizen is an unwilling victim of 
corruption. The corruption is forced upon by the corruptee by those in authority. Coercion here 
is effected not through physical violence, but mental torture in the form of threats of 
punishment often for wrong reasons. In a vast majority of cases of bribery, the citizen is a 
victim of extortion and is compelled to pay a bribe in order to get a service to which he is 
entitled. Experience has taught most citizens that there is vicious cycle of corruption operating 
and they often end up losing much more by resisting corruption. Delays, harassment, loss of 
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opportunity, loss of precious time and wages, uncertainty and, at times, potential danger of loss 
of life or limb could result from resistance to corruption and non-compliance with demands
15
. 
 Non –conjunctive –corruption: This type of corruption does not involve any transaction 
between those in authority and those outside authority. Rather, the corrupt public servant used 
his power to favor himself as a private person for instance by assigning contracts, making false 
claims or acquiring goods or wages to be offered to other under some programs. Its incidence is 
often exposed by the press and by government‟s own studies or audits of implementation of 
development programmes. In case of non-conjunctive corruption, benefits obtained by the 
corrupt are obtained at the cost of some, yet the victims are not aware of their victimization. 
They suffer as a group or as a part of general public, and yet they cannot be identified as 
individual victims of corruption. For they lose a deal even before they identify themselves as 
the potential beneficiaries. The benefits are already appropriated by the corrupt in power. 
The World distinguishes between two main forms of corruption-State Capture and 
Administrative corruption. State capture refers to the actions of individuals, groups or firms, both in 
the public and private sectors, who influence the formation of laws, regulations, decrees and other 
government policies to their advantage as a result of the illicit and non-transparent provisions of 
private benefits to public officials. Administrative corruption refers to the intentional imposition of 
distortions in the prescribed implementation of existing laws, rules and regulations to provide 
advantages to either government or non-government actors as a result of the illicit and non-transparent 
provision of private gains to public officials
16
. 
Corruption can also be classified as petty (need based) and grand (greed based) corruption. 
Petty corruption is found where public servants who may be grossly underpaid depend on small 
kickbacks from the public to feed their families and pay school fees. Grand corruption involves high 
officials who make decisions on large public contracts
17
. 
V .Causes of Corruption: 
Corruption is a symptom of the collapse of the institution of governance that is supposed to 
mediate the relationship between citizens and the state. The legitimacy of the state is related to its 
responsibilities for ensuring that scarce resources are allocated according to principles of justice for 
development, protection and welfare of the disadvantaged, sustainable development of natural 
resources, the rule of law, peace and security. Corruption represents the subversion of these 
responsibilities for the personal enrichment and aggrandizement of public servants. 
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The causes for this malaise lie both in society, as well as in the character of the bureaucratic 
machine. The sombre empirical reality of the pervasiveness of corruption in Indian public life today is 
rooted first and foremost in the social legitimacy that has come to be tacitly accorded to corruption in 
every sphere. 
The Administrative Reforms Commission in the report points that corruption in Indian society 
has been aggravated by three factors. First, there is a colonial legacy of unchallenged authority and 
propensity to exercise power arbitrarily. In a society which worships power, it is easy for public 
officials to deviate from ethical conduct. Second, there is enormous asymmetry of power in our 
society. Nearly 90% of our people are in the unorganized sector. Quite a number of them lead a 
precarious existence, depending on subsistence wages with no job security. And nearly 70% of the 
organized workers with job security and regular monthly wage are employed by the state directly or 
through public sector undertakings. Almost all these employees are „educated‟ in a largely illiterate 
and semiliterate society and economically even the lowliest of public servants are better off than most 
people in the country. What is more, their employment in government comes with all the trapping of 
power. Such asymmetry of power reduces societal pressure to conform to ethical behaviour and makes 
it easy to indulge in corruption. Third, as a conscious choice, the Indian state in the early decades after 
Independence chose a set of policies whose unintended consequence was to put the citizen at the mercy 
of the state. Over regulation, severe restrictions on economic activity, excessive state control, near- 
monopoly of the government in many sectors and an economy of scarcity all created conditions 
conducive to unbridled corruption. In addition, many states subside and beneficiary-oriented 
programmes in a situation of asymmetry of power converted the public servant into patron and master 
and reduced most citizens in to mendicants. This at once enhanced opportunities to indulge in 
corruption and reduced the citizens‟ capacity to resist
18
. 
The Sanathanam Committee outlined four major causes of corruption in India. They are (i) 
Administrative delays; (ii) Government taking upon them more than they can manage by way of 
regulatory functions;(iii) scope for personal discretion in exercise of powers;(iv) Cumbersome 
procedures of dealing with various matters. 
The Causes of corruption can be studied under the following heads: 
a. Official’s greed and discretion: The most influential view is that corruption is principally due 
to the greed of the public official‟s who abuse their discretionary powers for their self-interests. 
The weakness of the central government in turn encourages predation. Predatory corruption is 
widely the most important corruption challenge faced by the developing countries; it involves 
government officials who use their discretionary powers to extort. It occurs as a result of a 
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central government‟s inability or unwillingness to prevent government officials from enriching 
themselves, even when such action threatens government revenue, stability and survival
19
. 
b. Government Interventions (Regulations and Authorizations): The conventional wisdom 
presumes that all discretionary government interventions are undesirable, ostensibly because 
such interventions generate opportunities for public officials to participate in corruption. In 
many countries, especially developing countries, licenses, permits and authorizations are 
required to engage in activities like opening a shop, borrowing money, investing, or engaging 
in foreign trade. These regulations and authorizations give the officials who authorize or 
inspect these activities a monopoly contact between citizens and bureaucrats. Surveys from 
developing and transition countries in particular indicate that managers of enterprises spend 
enormous amount of time dealing with bureaucracies
20
. The public officials may be tempted to 
use their positions for private gain by accepting bribes, for their part, private individuals may 
be willing to make illegal payment to get what they want from the government. The rent-
seeking associated with government interventions cannot be addressed simply by privatization 
or liberalization
21
. What is needed with liberalization is corresponding political and governance 
reform to alter the incentives in public office ant to promote integrity and ethical conduct. 
c. Over-centralization:  A factor which increases corruption is over-centralization. The more 
remotely power is exercised from the people, the greater is the distance between authority and 
accountability. The large number of functionaries between the citizen and final decision-makers 
makes accountability diffused and temptation to abuse authority strong. For a large democracy, 
India probably has the smallest number of final decision makers. Local government is not 
allowed to take root and power has been concentrated both horizontally and vertically in a few 
hands. The net results are weakened citizenry and mounting corruption
22
. 
d. Weak Protection Enforcement of Rights: Weakness in enforcing legal rights, including 
property and contractual rights, produce higher costs for negotiating, enforcing and protecting 
contracts. Weakly protected property rights or poorly enforced contractual rights and their 
associated corruption seem widespread in developing countries
23
. 
e. Securing Political Support and Clienteles: Political corruption is often associated with efforts 
by the politicians to gain or retain power. Developing countries governments and politicians 
often resort to such measures to maintain political stability because the underlying problems 
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cannot be addressed by conventional programs due to financial constraints
24
.Clientelist 
politicians win elections even if their corruption is well known because they deliver, even if the 
delivery is biased
25
. Perhaps the most important determinant of the integrity of a society or the 
prevalence of corruption is the quality of politics. If politics attracts and rewards men and 
women of integrity, competence and passion for public good, then the society is safe and 
integrity is maintained. But if honesty is incompatible with survival in politics, and if public 
life attracts undesirable and corrupt elements seeking private gain, then abuse of authority and 
corruption become the norm. 
f. Distorted Policy Measures: Some corruption stems from opportunities generated by the policy 
environment, at the bottom or the top of the hierarchy
26
. Payoffs are frequent at the lower level 
officials charged with collecting tariffs, providing police protection, issuing permits, and the 
like. When corruption is endemic, these officials may create additional red tape and delays to 
induce even higher payments. Corruption, of course, is also prevalent at higher levels of the 
government in the awarding of major contracts, privatization the allocation of import quotas, 
and the regulation of natural monopolies. Any policy that creates an artificial gap between 
demand and supply creates a profitable opportunity for opportunistic middlemen
27
.  
g. Low Risk and High Profit Business: With six percent as the conviction rate in our criminal 
courts, corruption is a low risk, high profit business for those who can afford to be corrupt
28
. 
Thus, risk-return trade-off is a major cause of corruption in India
29
. The probability of being 
caught and punished, for the person paying the bribe and the person receiving it) also affects 
the level of corruption. Corruption perpetuates mainly because the benefits (returns) are often 
higher than the consequences of being caught (risk). India is a country where red tap ridden 
elaborate system leads to enormous delays in many public offices. This makes the common 
man consider paying bribe as “speedy money” or an inevitable tax to get his rightful dues. 
h. In effective anti-corruption machinery: The ineffective anti-corruption machinery also 
makes corruption a high profit, low risk business
30
. 
i. Flaw in taxation laws and system: When frequent contacts required between taxpayers and 
administrators due to difficult and unclear tax laws and non-transparent and ineffectively 
monitored administrative procedures, there are ample opportunities for corruption
31
. Tax 
administrators with broad discretionary powers over important decisions, such as provision of 
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tax incentives and determination of tax liabilities are susceptible to corruption. N. Vittal, ex 
CVC, succinctly points out “Indian economy today is a standing monument to the corruption 
and in efficiency of four departments-Customs, Central Excise, Income Tax and the 
Enforcement Directorate. It is the evasion of taxes and the failure of these departments to check 
illegal activities which have crystallized into black-money”
32
. 
VI. Social Roots of Corruption: 
The discussion on causes of corruption would be futile exercise without considering the social 
roots of corruption. The organization of Indian Society based on caste and kinship and the differences 
in the stages of development between the states provides a strong rationale for corruption. Caste and 
nepotism becomes the basic for distribution of patronage. Then there is the spreading cult of 
consumerism which has a great impact in creating a desire in the minds of the people. Consumerism 
and desire for an ostentatious lifestyle tempts many to make money by hook or by crook. 
Dowry system is another such social evil that promotes corruption. Accumulating wealth for 
one‟s daughter‟s marriage may lead various public servants to turn corrupt towards the end of their 
career. 
Religions can influence how citizens place their loyalties, for instance, whether religion, 
family, community, or local government requires more involvement or is more important to them. The 
less involved citizens are in local politics, the less aware they are of corruption in local government, 
and thus the more corrupt a local system can be. 
Race and Class is anther cause of corruption. Social & urban segregation and abuse of political 
power in a municipality can lead to a more corrupt local government The different areas of the 
municipality will have very different wants, needs, and ideas, and therefore, will constantly struggle 
against each other for better representation in the local government and more favorable legislation for 
their area. Socially, racially, or ethnically divided municipalities tend to have more corrupt local 
officials and less organized systems. Governments with racial divisions will have internal antagonism 
and opposition between the different races and more incentive to use illegal means to gain advantages 
over the opposing side. Less organized government processes allow for more opportunities for corrupt 
practices to go unnoticed. 
Thus, according to N.Vittal, Former CVC, corruption in any society depends on three factors 
namely, individual‟s sense of values, social values which are accepted by the society as a whole, and 
the system of governance and administration. 
VII .Corruption as a universally recognized international crime: 
Universal crimes are those crimes that “a state may participate in their repression even though 
they were not committed in its territory, were not committed by one of its nationals, or were not 
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otherwise within its jurisdiction to prescribe and enforce”. A crime of universal interest, that is, crime 
under international law, can be characterized as such irrespective of its designation under domestic 
law. 
Corruption is now recognized to be one of the world‟s greatest challenges. The fact it is 
becoming an agenda in the global debate may be due to two factors. The first is the end of cold war. So 
long as the cold war lasted, international agencies gave aid to countries ruled by dictators or corrupt 
regimes. Once the cold war is over, then the donors in the countries realized that the tax payers in those 
countries are going to demand value for their money. Secondly, the collapse of the South East Asian 
Tiger economies in mid-1997 owing largely to crony capitalism and corruption in the financial sector 
also highlighted the fact that lack of integrity can have a very adverse effect on the global trade. The 
global trade itself is getting promoted because of setting up of the WTO and the systematic lowering of 
trade barriers. In the area of globalization, maintaining integrity and financial discipline and good 
governance have become not some desirable ideals but the basic condition for a reliable healthy 
framework for international trade architecture. 
The international legal fight against corruption has gained momentum in more recent times 
through the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Convention on 
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions and through the 
entering in to force of the first globally agreed instrument, the United Nations Convention against 
Corruption (UNCAC) in December 2005. 
The United Nation Declaration against corruption and bribery in international commercial 
transaction adopted by the General Assembly in December 1996 is an important milestone. It deals 
with both public and private sectors. The Declaration is in the nature of political commitment backed 
by actions to be taken through institution at national, regional, and international levels subject to each 
country‟s Constitution, fundamental legal principles, laws, and procedures. The Declaration calls for 
enactment and enforcement of laws prohibiting bribery in international transactions, laws criminalizing 
the bribery of foreign public officials and laws ensuring that bribes are not tax deductible. It also calls 
for international cooperation in punitive measures relating to investigation, prosecution and 
extradition. Another UN initiative is the international Code of Conduct for public officials adopted in 
December 1996 to guide the member-states in their efforts against corruption through a set of guiding 
principles that public servants should follow in the performance of their duties in relation to loyalty, 
integrity, efficiency, fairness, impartiality, prevention of conflict of interests, disclosure, norms, 
acceptance of gifts and favours, maintenance of secrecy and regulation of political activity consistent 
with impartiality and inspiring public confidence. In addition, the UN has prepared a manual on anti-
corruption policy and an anti-corruption tool kit as a policy guide and an operation tool. The United 
Nations has also prepared a model law on money laundering and proceeds of crime. 
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The United Nations Convention against Corruption adopted by the UN General Assembly in 
October 2003 provides an effective international legal instrument against corruption which has been 
signed by India but is yet to be ratified. The Convention binds the signatories to render specific forms 
of mutual legal assistance in gathering and transferring evidence for use in court to extradite offenders 
and to undertake measures to support tracing, freezing, seizure, and confiscation of proceeds of 
corruption. Asset recovery is a fundamental principle of the Convention even though the needs of the 
countries seeking illicit assets have to be reconciled with the legal and procedural safeguards of the 
countries whose assistance is sought. The UN Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) has been 
coordinating meetings of experts to identify the main challenges in the area of repatriation of illegally 
transferred funds, the tracing and identification of such funds to their countries of origin. Countries 
seeking the return of looted assets often face severe problems in recovery due to problems arising from 
diversity of legal systems, difficulties, in meeting the evidentiary and procedural requirements of 
developed countries, intermingling of such proceeds with other assets etc. Developing countries are 
further constrained in these efforts due to the lack of financial resources and expertise to successfully 
investigate and prosecute such cases to a logical conclusion. Capacity building domestically combined 
with effective coordination at the international level, especially in the area of technical assistance, 
coordination and communication will be crucial for making headway in this critical area.  
 
VII. Conclusion:  
It is submitted that corruption is anti-thesis of good governance. It distorts various aspects of 
“good governance” like the rule of law and public sector management. Corruption retards economic 
growth.  Corruption is anti-development because it reduces expenditure on health and education.  
Corruption breeds inefficiency. It is anti-poor and anti-consumer. Corruption is also anti-national. The 
Hawala scam showed that the anti-national Kashmiri militants were getting money from abroad 
through hawala, the same route through which other sections of the society like politics, business and 
bureaucracy were also receiving money. The Mumbai Blast of 1993 which resulted in the death of 
about 300 people and loss of property was the result of RDM being smuggled in by bribing custom 
officials. Corruption as chronic disease shall be eliminated through strict legislations and mind set of 
the people. Inspite of the enactment of the Lokpal Act the Lokpal is yet to be constituted and 
appointed. But this legislation is a positive step towards fighting corruption and all efforts should be 
made to bring the institution into force at the earliest. 
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